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Victoria Masters World Record Breaking Medley Relay Team

Photo by Gary Pronk

Pictured below are left to right Avila Rhodes, Judy Woodward, Sarah MacDonald and Cindy Radford who
broke the world record in the 4 x 50 medley relay 160-199
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These ladies are all smiles after
breaking the world record 200 m.
medley relay record at their
Victoria Masters long course meet
on Mar. 9, 2003. Even more
satisfying was the fact that the
previous record was held by a San
Diego team composed of four
individuals who are or were world
record holders in
individual events.
Congratulations to
Danielle Brault too,
who is the head
coach of the Victoria
Masters team. This record, coming
in the second event, set a great tone
for the rest of the meet, as
evidenced by 16 Canadian records
and lots of BC records being
broken. (see page 4)
Meet manager Shaun Cownden
noted that “the meet managers job
is made very easy by the endless
dedication of people such as Leon

Politano, Rod Carmichael, Maggie
Bird, other members of the
executive, the coaches, and many
other volunteers. I guess for me the
highlight of the meet was hearing
that more than 40 members of our
club talking part in the event.”
Besides these visible champions,
there are many others just outside
of the limelight. They are the ones
who have overcome some illness or
disability but still show up to swim
in meets; they are the ones who
have taken up swimming in later
life as a means to fitness; they are
the ones who love a challenge
whatever it may be. They, too, are
champions for questing after their
goals. We applaud you all and wish
y o u
well.
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Captain’s Table - by Aart Looye
There is a lot of
truth in the old
saying that the
only sure things
in life are taxes
and death. It’s tax
time
and
no
matter how many
deductions
I
dream up my accountant says pay
up. Death is not that easy to deal
with. Recently my father passed
away in White Rock. While I had
been looked after his needs for the
past 3 years and had seen the steady
decline in his health it’s finality is
still difficult to deal with. Lose of a
close relative is also a grim reminder
of the short time that we ourselves
have left in the grand scheme of
things. Make the most of each day
whether it is in the pool, training
hard or just doing what you want to
do. Time waits for no one.
The organizing committee at
Kelowna has done a great job and
there is expected to be over 270
entries. A great job and I’m looking
forward to have some great swims
but more importantly visiting with
old friends and having a great time at
the socials events. Well done and
thanks for undertaking such a large
event.
The Board continues to deal with the
day-to-day problems that arise in the
operations of Masters Swimming
BC. We are fortunate to have a great
gang on the Board making the
various tasks to be handled relatively
painless. To my all fellow board
members many thanks for your
service over the past number of
years. To those that are leaving your
contributions will be missed.
Watch for details on a coaching
clinic that is coming up shortly.
Coaching Masters requires some
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special insight and training. Get your
coach to attend. Good luck to our
swimmers that are going to
Nationals. Also congratulations to
Bonnie Pronk on being named the
British Columbia Master Athlete of
the Year. Well-done Bonnie.
GL: It was thought that BC was in the
process of bidding for the Nationals in
2004. Has this been now abandoned?
MSABC President (MP): BC was very
interested in bidding on Nationals in
2004. A proposal was made to MSC last
fall, which would have seen UBC
Masters hosting the meet using both
indoor and the old outdoors pools.
Unfortunately MSC for a number of
reasons did not get back to us in a timely
fashion. This delay by MSC has caused
UBC Masters to withdraw. Currently we
are still looking at various options but
the hour is getting late to put a National
meet together.
GL: I understand that BC is still
interested in running Nationals in the
future. Having run the Nationals
recently in Edmonton, what sort of
things should a club consider when
thinking of running such a venture?
MP: A number of issues have to be
addressed by any club thinking of
holding Nationals, the first being
manpower- does your club have enough
bodies that will commit to a 16 month
process. The second being - do you
have a knowledgeable person that will
spearhead the organization during this
16 month process. There is no point in
reinventing the wheel. The third is pool
type size and availability to run a
National meet you need a proper pool
two-25M back to back or a 50M pool is
required.
GL: What would the optimum time
frame be for the organization of a
National meet?
MP: Two year is an optimum time frame
however the job could be done in a 16
month period
GL: Would you recommend short
course or long course? Based on this
answer, which pools would you think
feasible?
(Continued on page 3)
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CALENDAR of MASTERS
Meets
2003
May 16 - 19...................................Canadian 2003 Nationals SC - Montreal - Claude Robillard Centre www.fnq.qc.ca/CCMN2003
June 13-15 .....................................12th International Masters Meet LC- Apeldoorn, NED Phone: +31 55 5417943
June 27 - 29 ...................................Hawaii International Masters Meet SC & Open Water Race -Kihei, Maui - Meet director
chair@hawaiimastersswim.org Info & entry www.hawaiimastersswim.org
June 28 ..........................................Corvallis "Start of Summer" Long Course Meters Meet - Corvallis, Oregon LCM http://
www.swimoregon.org/MeetEntryForms/Corvallis03.pdf
June 27-29 .....................................British Masters Championships LC- Swansea, GBR Valerie Reddish, Harold Fern HouseDerby Square, Loughborough Phone: 44 1509 618 700 / E-mail: val.reddish@swimming.org
50m - Indoor
July 3-6 .........................................Championnats de France LC - Béziers, FRA Sauget Michel, Fed. Française de Natation,
148 av. Gambetta, F - 75980 Paris Phone: 33 1 40 31 1770 / E-mail: ffnatation@org 50m
August 9, 10 ..................................NW LCM Zone Champs LC-Meet Director Hugh Moore - Federal Way, WA
August 14 - 17................................USMS LCM Championship
ednessel@aol.com

- Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey - e-mail:

2004
June 3 - 13 .....................................10th World Masters Swimming Championships - Riccione, Italy www.fina.org

2005
July 15-24 ......................................6th World Masters Games - Edmonton, AB
All meets listed here are sanctioned by Masters Swimming Association of British Columbia Times swum at sanctioned meets are
eligible for BC and Canadian records and Top 10/20 times. Sanctioned meets are also covered by MSABC liability insurance.
If you do not receive any information three weeks prior to the event please get in touch with the contact person.

(Continued from page 2)

MP: I favour a long course meet- that’s
only because I don’t have to make as
many turns. I can’t screw up the
50Back. No turns. OK the start is just
as hard. However there are few pools in
BC that really can handle a National
meet. Victoria- Richmond and
Vancouver Langley are the only pools
at meet the requirements. Not that there
are not other pools but when travel time
- hotels and factors are taken into
account we probably only have three
pools that would work
GL: What do you feel about getting : a)
a youth club or b) the officials to run
the actual meet with direction from a
Masters group with the proceeds going
to them?

MP: Forming partnerships is the only
way to go on National meets. Youth
clubs, Masters and others need to work
together and split any proceeds from
such a big meet. I have some great ideas
for any club that is interested. Call me
and I’ll layout these ideas. Last year at
Provincials we used two youth
clubs and split the proceedseveryone went home happy
GL: Would MSABC be able to
guarantee a certain amount of
money for a club to get started
since the National body
obviously will provide little if
any help?
MP: Yes but the details would
have to be worked out.
GL: Based on the Victoria

Masters Nationals in 1995 which drew
over 750 swimmers, what sort of
numbers would be anticipated.
MP: If the meet does not conflict with
USMS Short Course Yards Nationals 850-1000 is a real number.

Victoria’s Commonwealth Pool
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Canadian Record Setters 2003

National Records for BC Masters Swimmers and Clubs as at Dec.31/02
TOTAL

RELAYS

WOMEN

MEN

VCSS

90

VCSS 11

Bonnie Pronk

56 Jack Kelso

UBC

32

VIC

7

Diane Foster

16

Graham Welbourne 13

UNAT 31

MSBC 7

Joan Parnell

13

Mark Oldham

7

NVRP 24

TBC

3

Marge Anderson 10

Karl Donoghue

7

VIC

20

NVM

2

Linda MacPherson 8

Jim Panton

6

NVSR 18

WINS

2

Ruth Davies

7

Hugh McGregor

6

TYEE 14

NAVY 1

Dorothy Bullen

6

Tom Rushton

6

WINS 10

UBC

1

Cheryl Gibson

6

Rod Carmichael

5

MSBC 10

ISM

1

Frances McWhirter Cam Weir
6

4

NVM

9

BCHV 1

Sarah MacDonald 4

Peter Bell

4

ISM

9

EBSC

Marion Devitt

4

Serge Score

3

EBSC

8

Georgina Lopez

3

Fred Schulhof

2

NAN

5

Shirley Cazalet

3

Neil Harvey

2

Cindy Radford

3

Brian Curtis

2

TBC, PENT 3

Judy Woodward

2

John van Buuren

2

VANY, SEY 2

Avila Rhodes

2

Elsa DeLeeuw

2

SSSL,VD

4

1

17

Daniel van den Dungen
20-24 50 Back (no picture
available)
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Youth and Masters Share BC Athlete of the Year Awards

Bert Petersen, our displaced Canadian,
who once swam for Ocean Falls started his
65th yr with a world record of 1:13.3 in the
100 fly. When are you moving back, Bert?

practice with English Bay. Unfortunately
few showed up but those who where there
had lots of room. Next came a truly
excellent pasta dinner at a downtown
apartment of one of the swimmers. The
view was great.
John Bell notes, “For 15 swimmers this
was the first masters meet ever – way to
go! Thanks to those who contributed to A
Loving Spoonful as over $250 was raised
through the meet for this important
community organization.”

Photo by Gary Pronk

Cowichan Meet - Jan 19

Bonnie’s dream relay team!
Brian Johns, Bonnie and Brian Hill were honoured as
BC University Athlete, Master Athlete and Athlete with
a Disability at the recent Sport BC Awards Dinner.
Bonnie and Brian Johns have a number of things in
common. They are both currently world record holders
of the 400 IM scm , and both are competitive swimmers
and award winners, though 40 years apart in age. Brian
Hill holds a world record in the 100 free. Mike
Mintenko was a finalist for BC Senior Athlete. Year.

BC records were set at this meet by Sarah
MacDonald, Richard Pielou, Norma
Powell, Dan van den Dungen, Maggie
Bird, Peter Lofts and Julie Cybulski.

English Bay Meet at UBC- Feb 23
This was a very well run meet with 190
entries from 30 clubs including a few from
the states of Oregon, Washington and
California. Joan Parnell led with 2
Canadian records and BC records were set
by Sarah MacDonald, Kevan Bates, Avila
Rhodes, Bruce Sutherland, Joan Parnell,
John van Buuren, Kathy Graham and
Isabelle Bohlmann.
The night before the meet there was a

Editor’s Lane
In this issue you will note that the
theme is about butterfly and tapering for a
big meet. That could be for your first
meet, Provincials, Nationals or Worlds.
The comments on fly were all done
independent from others, yet you will see
reoccurring themes.
We have added local and international
comments. Also in this issue is the
Coaches’ Column which will become a
regular with your help. Thank you to
Danielle Brault and Judy Baker for this
month’s answers. This requires the

Pink Flamingo Relay

participation of the coaches and
swimmers who can send their questions to
me. If you are a coach and would like to
help provide answers, let me know.
If you have questions for the MSABC
board you would like answered, such as
those asked of Aart in this issue, please
submit.
A special thank you to Sam Goski for
her excellent article on core strength.
2003 meets are highlighted along with
those Canadian record holders. The
Fitness Challenge changes have been
noted. Please keep going at this. You need

Photos by John Hallett

not stop when you hit a million metres.
Continue to send your mileage in now to
Laura Harris who has taken over from
Linda MacPherson. Thank you Linda, for
keeping on top of this for the last few
years. Volunteers keep the Association
functioning.
Letters to the editor are welcomed as
are articles and ideas.
The next newsletter will feature Open
Water swimming and cross training, so
send in your articles or information as
soon as possible. The great outdoors
beckons.
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WET SPOT
A Column by a swimmer in the sticks - Bonnie Pronk
(FEEDBACK AND COMMENTS WELCOME)
email: bpronk@mail.island.net

bending the knees. The action
is a body wave.
• Shooters…fly kick on back or
front underwater as far down
the length as possible without
undue stress. Variations: use
flippers short or long.
Noseplugs can be helpful if
trying this on the back for any
distance. Monofin…Try fly
with a monofin or just the
kicking on top or underwater.
This is really a lot of fun in a
long course pool or better yet,
the lake or the ocean. Try it
you might like it.
• Width fly…10 to 20 x 1 width
fly with a short rest. This way
you can swim good fly for a
few strokes and you don’t
build up lactic acid as the work
period is short. (Hey if a
version of this is good enough
for Jenny Thompson, it might
be worth a try…go for 1t.
If you are doing open water this
summer, why not spice up your
training with some short bouts of fly or
fly drill. With waves go with them and
surf with some fly.
If you swim fly with a breaststroke
kick, maybe this new fly play you can

embrace the ‘real’ fly and move with
the change and be part of the present.
You can do it. We as Masters have the
time to get it right so that it feels
smooth and rhythmic.
Taper. Try using some mental training
to bolster your preparation. You do
physical practice for your body in the
pool so why not add some mental
practice geared to your swimming.
Swim your races in your mind in
perfect form. Mental practice should
always be on a positive note.
Affirmations about your swimming
can also be done anytime, anywhere.
You can also practice mentally while
in the pool seeing & feeling your
stroke the way the best Olympians do
it.
If you have swum your perfect race
mentally many times, it need not be so
nervously disturbing on the day of the
meet to actually swim it.
If the above are old hat to you, look
to something else in your swimming
that can be changed. Try some new
drills or the latest techniques being
done by the champions. It does take a
period of time to master change, but
hey the striving can add interest and
variety. You wouldn’t want to be
perfect, because then
there can be no
improvement.

Photo by John Hallett

Embracing Change.
One way to move forward is to
embrace change. What does that mean
for us in Masters swimming? I put
forward to you to try something new or
change something in your swimming.
We all feel comfortable with letting
things remain as they are but
sometimes progress or renewed
interest, relies on change. Since we
are dealing with improving butterfly
and tapering for the big one in this
issue, the slant will be in that direction.
For some the competitive season
will come to an end after Provincials
or Nationals. However, Masters
swimming is a lifestyle and does not
end. So perhaps a little change will
keep up your interest and keep you
swimming and enjoying it. By doing
fly? Well, yes, by playing at fly.
Throughout the year you may have
told yourself that you really must do
some more fly work in order to better
your IM or even to swim a race in fly
or show off to someone that you really
can swim fly. However, you never
have time and it is hard to do in full
workout lanes. Well here is your
chance. Go to the pool and play at fly.
Try some old drills, some new drills
etc.
Here are my favourite drills:
• One arm fly but with fly
undulation, not a one arm
freestyle stroke. Try 2
right arm strokes, 2 left
arm strokes and 2 full fly
strokes. You can build this
up to 2LA, 2RA and 2 fly
strokes followed by the
same sequence with 3 full
strokes up to 5 and then
down again. Remember to
flow from the core. The
kick does not come from
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Dive & Rise
FLY
By Bob Bruce, ASCA Level 5 Coach
(reprinted by permission from the
author & Oregon Masters
Aqua-Master)

I
really
enjoyed the 2nd
Annual OMS
S t r o k e
Technique
Camp, which I
d i r e c t e d
recently at the
Mt. Hood Community College
Aquatic Facility in Gresham.
Fifteen “campers” spent two
productive days in and out of the
pool working towards improving
their starts, turns, and all four
strokes. In the end they seemed
exhausted, no doubt from listening
to me talk endlessly.
The center of our camp
experience is the review of
underwater stroke videos. During
these sessions, our campers
confront the unvarnished reality of
what’s really happening
underwater—often it’s not pretty!
This was particularly true during
the screening of the butterfly tapes,
for, in nearly every case, I saw
extensive “dive & rise” action early
each stroke. Since our campers
represent a typical cross-section of
the OMS population, I must
surmise that “dive & rise” butterfly
is the most prevalent stroke flaw
among Oregon masters swimmers!
What is it, why is it so bad, and
what can we do to correct it?
By way of background, the
butterfly stroke requires a dynamic
balancing and unbalancing around
the body’s short axis (the axis that
runs across the pelvis from hip to
hip) throughout the stroke. The

body starts in its most balanced
horizontal position at the beginning
of each stroke, when the hand &
arms are extended far forward and
the head is down. As the arm pull
progresses (particularly if the head
is lifted to breathe), the body loses
this horizontal balance
momentarily, only to regain it at the
end of the recovery when hands
return to the extended position.
This continuous dynamic balancing
and unbalancing creates the flowing
undulating movement seen in good
butterfly.
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drops the elbows into a powerless
position. By taking the time to
“dive & rise”, the swimmer
seriously disrupts stroke rhythm
and radically slows stroke tempo.
And, even if all stroke mechanical
skills are correct after the catch,
they will always occur too late in
the stroke sequence to be efficient.
Whew!
Once the dreaded “dive & rise” is
diagnosed, correcting this set of
stroke flaws requires returning to
basic drilling and swimming at
slow to moderate speeds. Learn
how to rebalance the body
horizontally by pressing downward
with the chest & head while
sweeping the fingertips forward not
downwards. This is the crucial
skill, after which all others may
follow if you get it right! I like
Body Dolphin, a drill in which the
swimmer lies fully extended and
propels slowly forward by
alternating pressing down with
chest with pressing down with hips;
no knee bend allowed! I also use
slow single arm butterfly drilling—
often with fins—to focus on hand
position and chest press. And I like
slow butterfly swimming with a
pull buoy while kicking to assist in
regaining body balance.

“Dive & rise” describes a flawed
method that many swimmers use to
regain horizontal body balance at
the beginning of each stroke. They
dive their hands downward at the
end of the recovery (hence “dive”)
in order to rebalance, then angle
their hands and arms upward (hence
“rise”) in order to catch water. It is
commonly found among self-taught
or uncoached swimmers, swimmers
who lack upper body strength or
flexibility to position arms & torso
correctly, and swimmers who are
just learning the stroke. Butterfly
swimming in long swims or sets
with deteriorating form exacerbates
it. “Dive & rise” exists in epidemic
proportions on my youth novice
swim team, although I am working
hard to eradicate it; my masters This takes time! Do not expect
team is doing better, but don’t tell habits learned over a lifetime to be
them that just yet.
changed overnight. The “dive &
rise” habit is a particularly
“Dive & rise” is not merely a persistent little devil. My team
simple stroke flaw, but rather a does weekly butterfly drilling
whole syndrome of interconnected throughout the year, and we take a
stroke flaws. By diving the hands lot more time at the beginning of
downward at the end of the each new swimming year in the fall
recovery, the swimmer puts both to attack stroke problems without
hands in an impossible position for heavy training expectations.
a quick catch and grossly violates
good streamlining. By rising into Good luck and good swimming.
the catch position, the swimmer
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Core Strengthening Ideas for Swimmers
Sam Goski, B.Sc. P.T.

“Core Strengthening” has been a popular phrase of fitness enthusiasts, athletic trainers and rehabilitation professionals over the past
several years. The core musculature includes the diaphragm, pelvic floor, and deep abdominal and spinal muscles. Where old school
sit-ups target the abdominal muscles, core strengthening exercises work the deep abdominal and back muscles together. Greater
strength of the core muscles leads to improved body control and more efficient use of the peripheral muscles.
The following are a small sampling of the countless core strengthening exercises that may be performed on a fitness ball. They were
chosen for relevance to the competitive swimmer. In swimming, it is important to maintain a streamlined body position and neutral
spine- maintaining the normal curvatures of the spine.
For each and every exercise, it is imperative to maintain a neutral spine:
(a) activate your Transversus Abdominus (deep abdominal wall) by pulling your bellybutton in towards your spine;
(b) avoid a curved upper back and draw your shoulder blades down and together; and,
(c) keep your chin tucked in.
CAUTION: These exercises should be considered preventative and may not be appropriate for individuals currently suffering from a
pre-existing injury.
(1) Butterfly- this exercise simulates the pike action used in
the fly stroke
STARTING POSITION
ACTION

Legs should be straight and aligned with trunk of body. Shins
rest on ball.

(2) Backstroke- this exercise incorporates the gluteal muscles,
extensively used in swimming
STARTING POSITION
Upper back bears most of the body weight while the head is
lightly supported on the ball.

Sam started competitive swimming with
the Greenwood Dolphins, N.S. coached
by Bonnie Pronk
Favourite stroke & distance
800/1500 free 100/200 fly
Started Masters at U. of Alberta
Whole family swam

Slowly draw knees upward to this finish position
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ACTION
Add free weights or use theraband in appropriate pull pattern
for added resistance.
(3) Breastroke- this exercise is great for strengthening the
spinal extensors and is harder than it looks! You may have
difficulty if your upper back is stiff.

Maintain neutral spine with arms elevated in front. Do not
shrug shoulders up or hyperextend at lower back. Try and hold
this position.

STARTING POSITION

PROGRESSION
Breastroke pull pattern against theraband resistance.

(4) Front Crawl- this exercise will help strengthen the
abdominal obliques and improve body roll.
STARTING POSITION
Balance on toes. Ensure elbows are underneath your chest.
Have thighs aligned with trunk to encourage streamlined body
position.

ACTION
Pivot at hips (like you are a shish kabob being rotated on a
barbeque).

Have a partner nudge the ball in different directions while
maintaining your position

Sam Goski is a physiotherapist at Semiahmoo Physiotherapy in S. Surrey/White Rock and a member of the Winskill Otters Master
Swim Club of Tsawwassen . Sam can be reached for questions/comments at semiphysio@telus.net
The author would like to thank Richard Looye for his computer and photography assistance and his brother, Aart Looye for his
participation and enthusiasm.
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Tapering
By Steph Turner
(reprinted by
permission from
the author &
Oregon Masters
Aqua-Master)

You are reaching
the point in the swim season when
your body should be capable of
tremendous physical effort. In the
w e e k s l e a d i n g u p t o yo u r
championship, you need to shift your
focus away from a heavy workload to
speed, rest and quality. Understanding
the importance of this and having the
proper attitude during this changeover
is essential to success. The two or
three weeks leading into your meet
are the most critical part of the
season.
The following is a quote from John
Bruce, former Ohio State University
coach. “If hard work has produced
results, then more work will produce
better results is a trap that many
people fall into. Continuing hard
work during the last few weeks can
do nothing but keep the swimmer in a
state of fatigue. Stress must be
reduced or the swimmer will not
reach his full potential.”
Forbes Carlile, the A u s t r a l i a n
Olympic coach, and Dr. Frank Cotton
were among the first to apply
scientific methods to swimming
training. Cotton, a physiologist,
recommended tapering, and Carlile
was the first to use it. It was so
successful that the A u s t r a l i a n s
completely dominated the Olympics,
and the world records, until the
United States began to use tapering,
and regained their supremacy. The
following are some quotes from
Carlile. “With the constant stress of
training, the body gradually adapts
itself for top performance. Some
swimmers are able to train very hard

and will still improve in weekly time
trials; others improve for a few
weeks, then appear to be getting no
faster. What is happening is that
potentially the swimmer is improving,
but his nervous system is becoming
fatigued. It is better, far better, to rest
too much than to train too much and
too hard in final preparation. The over
trained, over tired swimmer has no
chance. There is no knowing what the
fresh, well rested swimmer may do
wi t h t h e s t i m u l u s o f gr e a t
excitement.”
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watch your calories.
4. Rest: You need sleep and rest.
During this phase of training,
especially in the nights leading up to
the meet, you may be so nervous that
you cannot get to sleep. Stay in bed
anyway and rest.
5. Mental Preparation: Try to picture
in your mind’s eye the way you look
and feel when you are performing at
your best and swimming FAST.
Picture yourself swimming your race
just the way you want it to be.

Doc Counsilman, the great Indiana 6. Shaving: Shave daily during the
coach, lists the following purposes of course of a three-day meet. To those
not familiar with this practice…try it!
the taper:
It will make you feel smooth and fast
1. To permit the swimmer to be in the water. A g a i n , those pesky
completely rested for the big meet.
Australians started it, and the United
2. To sharpen up stroke mechanics, States swimmers laughed at them at
first. They quit laughing when they
starts and turns.
started losing. Now it is a major part
3. To work on pace and speed.
of our sport.
4. To do only enough training so as
not to lose the conditioning gained in (Editor’s Note: Steph Turner is the
head Masters coa ch at the
the previous training phase.
Multnomah Athletic Club in Portland
5. To prepare psychologically for the and has been selected as the Oregon
big competition.
Masters Swimming new Coaches
The bottom line is DON’T BE Chair. She has a long history with
A F R A I D T O B A C K O F F swimming which includes over 20
TRAINING AND REST. If you have years of coaching at every level from
put in the miles, your body will thank 8 and under kids to Olympians,
you and perform at your peak. During Masters to Special Olympic athletes.)
the time of taper, think of loading
energy into your b o d y. Save up
energy so that it can all explode at
your championship.
Other reminders for a terrific taper:
1. Stroke: Concentrate on getting your
stroke to feel smooth, so that you feel
like you are flowing through the
water. Feel the water.
2. Turns: Drive into the turns. Attack
the walls. Speed and momentum are
necessary in getting your center of
gravity over for a fast turn. Turn very
quickly, and most important, push off
hard and in a streamline position.
3. Weight: Another reminder, monitor
your weight. You have decreased
your exercise so it is important to

Walnut Creek Intensive Training
Camp T-Shirt!
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Mental Training During
Your Taper
http://www.swimpsychology.com
By Craig Townsend, Australia
(By special permission)
Your taper is the time when your
mind and body
renew
and
rejuvenate their
energy levels, so
that you will
e x p l o d e
exuberantly off
the block upon
your return to
competition
swimming.
However, while your body is resting
during this time, there are some very
important mental aspects which
should be tweaked to ensure you are at
the absolute pinnacle of your mental
and physical powers when you
compete at the following meet.
First of all, your taper is definitely not
a time for thinking about doubts,
negative thoughts or uncontrollables
that could possibly go wrong at the
future meet. This is instead the time
to ensure you nurture and cultivate
all your positive thoughts, and build
up your inner levels of trust, faith
and belief that everything will work
out just fine on the days of the meet.
It is also handy to use what I call the
Arnold Schwartzenegger preparation the one he used when he won the Mr.
Universe competition 5 times, where
he had visualized winning the event so
vividly, that on the day of the
competition, he felt so amazingly
confident that he even felt a little
sorry for the opposition because he
knew the title was already his!
This was a remarkable level of
belief - in his own mind he had
"already won" the competition, and
that he knew the result was already
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assured - and this prevents extreme
nerves setting in as there is no longer
anything to worry about. Sure enough,
the result turned out exactly the way
he had envisaged.
This illustrates that during your
taper, it is a good time to build up
your levels of belief - by increasing
the intensity of the feelings in your
daily visualization, allowing yourself
to bask in the emotions of success as
if it were really happening right
here and now. This is very powerful
as it confirms to your powerful
subconscious that you have in fact
already succeeded at your goal, which
ensures that your mind will move
mountains to make sure these images
come true. During this time, put less
emphasis on the pictures and more
emphasis on the feelings in your
visualization.
Also, during your visualizations, if
you have a particular time you want to
achieve, imagine yourself bettering,
rather than equaling that time you are
after - so that this particular time does
not become a limit to your vast
abilities, and it increases your chances
of attaining the original time you had
in mind!
Additionally, within your mind,
remind yourself that on the inner
level, you have already achieved
your goal, and know and trust that
you will be fine on the day of
competition. Generate the feelings of
confidence that this knowing should
bring, and remind yourself that you
will have a secret weapon on your
side - mental training, which your
competitors will not have on their
side.
Convert any negative thoughts or
uncontrollables into an inner knowing
that your result is already assured.
Regardless of how you actually
perform on the day of the meet, this
will give you the best possible chance
to perform at your best on the day.
Of course, needless to say,
whenever things don't go according
to plan at the meet, you must ensure
you instantly go into damage-
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control, and not blame yourself - but
instead, use this performance as a
powerful springboard to bigger and
better results for the future.
Last but not least, it is important
during your taper to keep yourself
mentally happy and contented, and
as much as possible, avoid emotional
disturbances which create stress or
anxiety. Believe it or not, nine times
out of ten a happy and contented
swimmer will beat an unhappy or
upset swimmer - so get happy, fast!
So remember that while your body
is resting during your taper, get
your mind geared up for the meet that way - together - they can show
the world what you're truly made
of.
"The Mind controls the body, and
the mind is unlimited".
The best of success, CraigTownsend
© Copyright 2000 - 2005 Craig Townsend
- It's Mind over Matter

(Craig Townsend is a mental trainer
and clinical hypnotherapist from
Sydney Australia, whose training
program and articles have been used
by the official Journal of the
Australian Swimming Coaches and
Teachers Association, National and
State swimming and coaching
Associations, national coaches,
international swimming medalists and
an Italian swim magazine.
His
website SwimPsychology.com
currently has over 7000 swimmers
and coaches subscribing to his
monthly tips)

Editor’s note: I have used his
tapes and read many of his tips
finding them most valuable. We
met Craig and his wife last fall in
Sydney for breakfast.
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COACHES COLUMN

Question: During the non-meet season,
what would you recommend for someone
wanting to improve:
1. their timing in fly?
2. their endurance in fly?
From:
Judy Baker Winskill Otters
Judy lives and
coaches
in
Tsawwassen. She
swam in the ‘78
C om m o n w e a l t h
Games
in
Edmonton and was an Olympic team
member in 1980. She held Canadian
records in the 200 fly, 400 I.M. and the
800 free. In her very early years she was
coached by Bonnie Benson Pronk in
Thunder Bay, Ontario.
1.Timing in fly- two various drills come
to mind immediately.
The single arm or one arm fly drill and
the no recovery drill working on timing
of breathing.
The single arm drill gives one the feel of
doing the fly without the strain of doing
the whole stroke. I try to get my athletes
to focus on four key elements during this
drill. 1) reaching to keep the stroke long
2) keeping hips high and near the surface
of the water 3) trying to keep the legs
up & shallow throughout the entire drill
and 4) trying to keep continuous motion
throughout the drill. The movement is
almost the same as full stroke fly, but the
swimmer strokes with one arm at a time
and breathes to the side. A variation can
be done breathing to the front. The drill
starts in a streamlined position. The right
arm pulls back in a fly pattern with the
elbow high as the breath is taken and the
left arm remaining in front while the body
initiates a strong kick. Another kick is
done at the end of the push of the arm.
The right arm is recovered with the body
remaining streamlined. As the arm enters
the water again the body dives just under
the water while hips are held high. This
pattern then continues. Approximately
400 metres of stroke drill should be done
during a work-out, usually incorporated
at the beginning of a work-out. I like to
also incorporate a little speed in my drill
as well.
The no recovery fly drill starts in a
stretched out superman position, both

arms pull back simultaneously in the
correct butterfly pull with high- bent
elbows. As you start to initiate the pull
back phase, your head comes forward to
breathe. During each pull phase a breath
is taken, thus working on the timing of
the head movement forward. The hips
and bum are high in the water working on
two kicks with each pull. One kick occurs
at the beginning of the pull phase and one
at the end of the push phase. The arms
recover forward under the body similar to
a under water breaststroke movement.
Very good drill for working on the timing
of kick and breathing.
2. Endurance No garbage yardage. Slow
build up of volume incorporating drills to
maintain the proper stroke
technique. Enough rest during intervals
for recovery in both muscles and oxygen
uptake to take place. For example, doing
sets like the following mid season after
the preparatory phase has been
completed, during the work phase i.e.:
4X(4X100) on 2:15 (or a rest interval of
30 - 45sec with an extra 1 to 1:30 min.
rest between sets)
• set 1) 50 fly+25 one arm fly drill+ 25
fly fast
• set 2) same but with fins on 2:00
• set 3) 50 fly + 25 fly ki on back + 25
fly fast
• set 4) 25 fly + 25 ki fly on back + 50
fly fast
4X200 Fly on 4:30 (or a 45sec to 1min
rest between repeats)
50 Fly+25 free +25 fly drill + 50 fly +25
free+25 fly drill
Always keeping good form never
sacrificing technique
(Editor’s note: Remember Judy was a
200 fly National team member and
record holder, so you may need more
rest for this. Remember she does say
good technique is paramount, so take
your needed rest)

From:
Danielle Brault –
Victoria Masters
1.Timing in fly - I
suggest a lot of drills.
In the latest USMS
Swim,
Melvin
Stewart writes about
the single arm drill
that he repeats a lot,
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all year long. So, I think any combination
of drills can work. Ex.: 3 left, 3 right; 25
left, 25 right; 3 left, 2 full stroke, 3 right,
2 full stroke, etc. A good way to get it
right, to imprint it in the body, is also to
repeat it for a longer set than just a few
25s. Ex.: 12 X 50, each 50: 25 fly drill, 25
free, on a pace time that gives the
swimmer approx. 10 seconds rest. What I
strongly believe about fly is that in order
to improve in it, one has to practice it a
lot, like any other stroke. The more fly a
swimmer will practice doesn't necessarily
mean an improvement though, if the
swimmer doesn't practice good technique.
So, the first thing is to make sure the
swimmer does the drill / stroke right and
then practice.
2. Endurance Doing all the drill sets will
help, but one also needs to practice the
full stroke. My suggestions for that is to
start by doing sets of 25s, working on a
set number of complete fly strokes. Every
25, try to cover the same distance each
time with the same number of strokes.
E.g.: 16 X 25, starting each 25 with 5
complete fly strokes and then finishing
the 25 in free, making sure to cover the
same distance in fly each time. i.e.: the
distance per stroke remains the same
throughout the set. Gradually increase the
number of fly strokes, always keeping in
mind that's it's important to have the
proper technique. Eventually, as the
season progress, the swimmer should be
able to complete a full length of fly, with
good technique.
The next step could be to do longer
swims including some fly. Ex.: 4 X 300,
every 3rd length fly or 6 X 100,
alternating 25 fly - 25 free, always
making sure the pace time gives the
swimmer enough rest to swim the strokes
with good technique. The key to build the
endurance in fly is to do more of it, but
the danger is to do too much and end up
practicing bad technique. That's why
doing sets alternating fly and another
stroke is better. Alternating fly and breast
is also good as they are both short-axis
strokes. (But that doesn't work so well for
those swimmers that can't do breast.)
(Editor’s note: We would like to include
a column like this in each issue with
various coaches replying. Please send
your questions for the coaches to
editor@mastersswimming.bc.ca)
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VICTIM
PROFILE
by Barry Davis
Barry swims for
the Campbell
River Grey
Whales and lives
on Quadra
Island. Special thanks to Barry for his
continued contributions of this
column.
When Sandy Burnham was four,
her family went camping at Mara
Lake. On the very last day, as her
parents were packing up the car, she
decided to take a walk down to the
dock. Sandy remembers carrying her
little yellow plastic bucket (which she
sometimes brings to swim meets)
with her to try and catch some fish.
She leaned over the dock, but
dropped her bucket in the water, and
like most kids, reached for it and fell
in. All she remembers is tumbling
around in the water, feeling quite
calm like nothing had happened, at
one with the minnows. Meanwhile
her parents were experiencing their
first symptoms of cardiac arrest.
Sandy felt someone yank her out of
the water. Her mother, now with a
pulse rate of 230, began to focus her
anger on the little girl who was
enjoying her first open water
experience. On the way home, Sandy
had to wear pajamas, which turned
her anger quotient up to moderate
high, as she felt only babies wore
pajamas in the car. Thus began her
swimming career.
There were further adventures back
to the lake, but now Sandy's big
brother would tell her that the lake
was full of slimy snakes, so that bit of
sibling "love" delayed her aquatic
experience as she simply stayed
away. She took her first swimming
lesson at age six in the pre-beginners
class (at a pool with no snakes). She
failed this difficult course because
she would not let go of the side of the
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LIGHTSWIM OPEN WATER SWIM EXCURSIONS QUADRA ISLAND
BARRY DAVIS 1-800-661-9441 E-mail: barry.davis @crcn.net

pool. She re-enrolled and failed
again. And then, finally with her third
attempt, she let go and pretended she
was back in the lake tumbling around
at peace with the water and passed,
despite the imaginary snakes circling
below her in the deep end.
Sandy visited her granny one
summer in Penction and was signed
up for lessons at Skaha Lake where
there was a place sectioned off like a
pool. She found the lessons hard and
the instructor told her granny that

Sandy was not strong enough to do
the Ultra swim. Although her granny
felt ashamed, Sandy was put into an
easier class, which was fine with her.
However, feeling Sandy was too
weak and skinny, granny started
feeding her pancakes everyday. This
fattened her up and she passed.
Her family moved to Cranbrook,
where her dad built the new pool,and
Sandy began passing lessons with
ease! She was in the water everyday
leaving with teary and bloodshot
eyes. Just as the swim club was
starting, they moved to Kelowna. She
spent a lot of time at the pool and
lake. She wanted to join swim club,

but her mother did not support it as
Sandy was taking piano lessons. She
signed up for Bronze Medallion
despite the fact that her instructor
suggested that she drop out and get a
refund because he didn't think she
would pass. Sandy showed this
"positive adult role model" by
passing.
Sandy went on to get her lifeguard
certificate and worked at the water
slides in Kelowna for the summer.
She had to deal with every kind of
emergency (pull-outs, heat stroke,
seizures, heart attacks and broken
bones). It was very stressful for a
young person! She quit after two
years. Hence she began swimming
for fitness until she was "discovered"
by a tall bear of a guy named Dave
Saunders. He recruited her and she
joined the local Masters club. Sandy
would like to thank Dave for doing
that even though at the time, she
didn't think it would be her thing. It
was a good thing because Sandy was
one of the major organizers for the
Salmon Arm Provincials.
Sandy is currently teaching in
China where she is a celebrity at the
local pool demonstrating the butterfly
to all the local men who line up
beside the pool with their cigarettes
and marvel that she is able to do such
a thing. Sandy's other pastimes are
stealing the Nanaimo Frog at the
North Van. Provincials, reciting Dr.
Seuss rhymes which unfortunately
cannot be published here and
traveling the world between teaching
assignments. She will return to BC
sometime in the next few months
where she will attempt to confiscate
some other teams' mascot.
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Notes from the MSABC
Board meeting held on
February 22, 2003

•

We have been trying without
success to find a club in
Vancouver that was willing to
•
step forward to host Nationals in
2004. Without a positive
response from a team, we cannot
commit to hosting the event.
• We continue to support stroke
clinics and coach development.
MSABC will consider funding
•
unique club requests for clinics
and opportunities for coaches to
improve or be further qualified.
We are presently looking into
hosting a workshop for Masters
swim coaches in BC and may try
to organize a forum for coaches
to exchange ideas specific to
Masters swimming.
• We have a reasonably up-to-date
rate sheet of what the various
•
pools across BC charge for lane
and pool rental. This information
•
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is available from Suzanne at our members in the past year, we
secretary@mastersswimming.bc. passed a motion that the fees
ca.
forwarded to MSC for this year
The 2001/2002 year-end financial would be the amount that MSC
report has been completed and passes on to Swim Natation
we are satisfied with the financial Canada, plus $1 per member as a
position of MSABC.
contribution towards the services
We are investigating the of Christian Berger who manages
adequacy of our sport accident the records, in the hopes that this
insurance that covers individual would stimulate them to actually
MSABC members. We are do something.
having an independent third party • We are now an interested party in
review our existing coverage to the Competitive Aquatics
Coalition of BC (CACBC),
address specific concerns.
Can someone in Vancouver which is an organization geared
answer a few calls? We still need towards supporting all aquatic
someone to man our toll-free events from diving to swimming
number, which receives 2 to 5 to synchro to water polo to
calls per week (more in triathlon and more. The CACBC
September). As most inquiries is interested in pursuing multiplepertain to clubs in the greater sport events, presenting a united
Vancouver area, it would be ideal front for new pool facilities and
if someone there could look after general involvement in other
this.
No technical expertise aquatics issues.
required!
As Masters Swimming Canada
has provided minimal services to

COACHES CLINIC
Masters Swimming Association of British Columbia
Will be presenting a one day Masters Swim Coaching Clinic
Date: June 14, 2003 starting at 10 am
Course Conductor: Dr. Jack Kelso, Emeritus, UBC Human Kinetics
Location: UBC - War Memorial Gymnasium (next to outdoor pool), Room 206
Cost: $25 per Coach attending Payable in advance
Pre-requisites: NCCP Level 1 or higher
Further Information: Contact Russ Donaldson at donaldson@pacificcoast.net or phone 250-384-4704.
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MASTERS SWIM CAMP (for all MSABC Registered Masters Swimmers)
June 7th & 8th
UBC AQUATIC CENTER, VANCOUVER
2 Coaches And Individual Underwater Videotaping
Number of participants is limited to 20 on a first come first serve basis.
Accommodation available at Vanier Residence, UBC
COST: Swim camp $100.00 payable to MSABC
Mail to: Ivan Szasz
3150 West 6th Ave., Vancouver, BC. V6K 1X6
Ph. (604)734-4455 or Fax: (604)734-1183
E-mail: iszasz@interchange.ubc.ca
FEE MUST BE RECEIVED BY JUNE 1ST
Please bring Flippers, Pull Buoys and Paddles

Application Form
Name:
Address:
Phone

Fax:

E-Mail:

Person to Contact in Case of Emergency
Are you Vegetarian

Yes _________

No______________

What do you expect to gain from this course?

Signature:

Date:

Sliver Streaks do
it on land and in
the water, i.e.
have fun, of
course!
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BEHIND THE SCENES
RECORD KEEPERS

Masters Swimming Association of BC

–

Great Lengths is doing a series of articles
on behind the scenes activities in Masters
swimming. Great Lengths asked Julie
Jones our own Provincial record keeper,
Christian Berger, National record recorder
and Walt Reid from Washington the world
record recorder the following:

BC Record Keeping with Julie
Jones (JJ)
Great
Lengths
(GL): Julie, you
have been doing
Masters swimming
records for BC for
the last 7 years, I
believe. Could you
tell us how the record keeping has
progressed
over
the
years?
JJ: We have records up to date on the
website. The records book is usually at all
the BC Masters Meets and then we
developed a certificate to congratulate the
swimmer of their record breaking
performance.
GL: Could you tell us what the
procedures at meets are to apply for a BC
or other record?
JJ: The swimmer swims their race and if
they have broken a record they fill out the
record application form and the meet
manager gets the application form signed
by the Referee or Chief Timer. The
manager then sends the form along with
their official time sheet to the records
keeper. If it is a Canadian record a copy
of the application gets sent onto Christian
Berger in Quebec and he processes the
Canadian record.
GL: What are the typical problems that
you run into?
JJ: There aren't too many problems. I
guess the number one is that the form isn't
filled out. People sometimes don't even
realize that they have broken a record.
GL: Do you have any idea how many BC
records are set each year?
JJ:
• 1999- BC 184, CAN 56, World 11
=251 total
• 2000- BC 143, CAN 33, World

1 =228 total
• 2001- BC 115, CAN 40, World
1 =156 total
• 2002- BC 177, CAN 84, World 16
=277 total
GL: Most events have BC records now.
Are there any that have not been
contested?
JJ: If you mean have never been swum in
that age group, yes.
WSC 75-79 200 fly & 400 IM
WLC 25-29 200 Fly, 75-79 200 Fly
MSC 65-69 200 Fly, 70-74 200 Fly & 400
IM, 75-79 200 Fly
MLC 19-24 1500 Free, 60-64 200 Fly, 6569 200 Fly, 70-74 200 Fly & 400 IM,
75-79 200 Fly
There seems to be trend with the 200 Fly
and 400 IM...I only went up to age group
75-79.
GL: Do you have any other antidotes that
you wish to talk about?
JJ: Master swimmers are getting faster
and faster as testified by all the records
that keep getting broken. I enjoy looking
after the records especially when someone
is just thrilled that they have broken one.
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GL: Over the years, the record
application has been streamlined. Could
you explain the steps that are needed to
be followed in order to process a
Canadian record?
CB: An application form must be filled
detailing the swim (electronic timing or
multiple watches), the officials, the pool
and the date. The meet must be a
sanctioned Masters meet. The athlete must
be a recognised Master. We must have
proof of age. The form is mailed or emailed to me. The pool must be known or
a survey may be required.
GL: For World records there are more
restrictions. Could you explain these and
discuss some of the problems in getting
these records ratified?
CB: Same as above, except that the proof
of age can only be a passport, not a driver's
license. Also FINA has a 60 day-deadline
after the swim. Fate has been that Lynn
Marshall has seen about 6 World records
turned down by FINA (4 pools measured
24.99 meters, and 2 were beyond the
deadline). I have also seen some
unexplained refusals: the 200 fly by Bruce
Rogers and a 50 breast by Paul Naisby in
the 80's. Also I was responsible for
delaying too long a WR by Dianne Foster
of BC in the late 90's. I remember.....and it
hurts.

Canadian
R e c o r d
Keeping with
Christian
Berger (CB) GL: BC has an individual record
Great Lengths
(GL): You have
been
the
National recorder and records keeper for
Canada for as long as I can remember.
Would you give us an idea as to how it all
started and when?
Christian Berger (CB): I have been the
national recorder since 1984. It all started
in 1982 when I became the Quebec
recorder after being prodded by Geoff
Camp. Long-time masters Helene Caty and
Mae Gray-Waldie gave me some earlier
documentation. Later Pauline McCullagh
gave me some more. In 1984 after Chris
Pieczora became too busy, Beth Whittall
mentioned that a new national recorder
would be needed.
I plan to remain national recorder until
2025, or until my wife, Marguerite, an
occasional competitor, gets sick of it,
whichever comes first.

certificate. Do you anticipate that MSC
will institute something similar for
Canadian records?
CB: I seem to be able to do many things
but not the Certificate ! From 82 till 93 I
was able to issue a Quebec certificate for
provincial record-breakers. That's about
200 certificates a year, but then I got
swamped. I have tried but have been
unable to do a certificate despite valuable
help from BC.
GL: Christian, every year you have three
lists of 20 individual high point winners
in each age group. One list is position
points, one is average points and one
value points. What do each of these mean
and how did you come up with the
average points which I believe is actually
a percentage of the world records times
from 1965? Why was that year selected?
CB:The positional ranking is easy enough
to understand. You get 20 pts in your age
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group if you rank first in any of 18
events, 19 for a second place, 18 for 3rd,
and 1 point for 20th. Zero for beyond.
Thus the maximum of such points is 360.
Provincially only one person has done it
(Helene Jacques did it twice in Quebec).
Nationally Lynn Marshall, Jacques
Amyot, Ted Roach and Chris Smith have
been close with about 340. You try it !
The value points is a % percentage of
your speed compared to a standard speed.
Say you measure 100 free for men
(women have a different table, nearly
10% slower). The base is 53 seconds. If
you do a 53, you score a 100, 55 is 96, 60
seconds is 88, 50 seconds would be 106
(a bit beyond my normal ability).
But it is a"soft" curve: 1 minute 46 is still
50 points, and three minutes is 29 points.
Perfect for Masters. The full table may be
seen at:
http://www3.sympatico.ca/
pascale.piaczinski/txt/tc0004tb.htm
A summation of such value points is used
to create another ranking, perhaps the one
I like most. Some people will recall the
Octodecathlon story I wrote once.
(also to be found on the site under
Canada- Texts).
Finally those many points divided by the
number of swims gives you the ranking
by average. Warning: this is for fast
people only !
I also use the value points to derive the
club rankings, provincial rankings and
annual totals for comparisons. Maybe I
should have been an accountant.
I picked 1965 because that is when the
thought occurred to me. In other words I
have been measuring swimming in this
fashion (before Masters) for more than 35
years now. Picking another year would
be a waste of efforts. We measure
people's height in feet and inches or
meters and centimeters. Any yardstick
would do as long as everybody is using
the same one. If I were to pick 2000 as
base year, well the base would be say
15% tougher and everybody would come
down 15%.
What gain would that be ? A better
discussion would be to have a different
base for different age groups, but believe
me, this is more complex than it appears.
The "Aging Forum" people (35 Masters
across Canada) know what this means !
GL: If one wants to see the top 20 in
one's age group can you give the link for
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this?
- link for grid for the current National
records?
- link for the National records broken
during the current year?
- link for the names and records in a
particular age group? (This, I
understand is only updated at the end of
the year, but the other lists are current,
is this correct?
CB:
Well,
from
http://
www3.sympatico.ca/chberger/
index3.html there is a link to either
records at of last Dec 31, or for records
broken that year. Also the grids are there
to be found. For rankings, http://
www3.sympatico.ca/chberger/
index4.html is the link to a Full year's
results,
while
http://
www3.sympatico.ca/chberger/
index7.html is the link for the current
year, preliminary. Also going to the full
site http://www3.sympatico.ca/chberger
and looking for Canada, you will find a
partial Record History (beginnings to
about 1994) and an All-Time ranking
(beginnings to 1986).
If one wants to be more precise, http://
www3.sympatico.ca/pascale.piaczinski/
rec/rmcgr25.htm is where to find the
SCM grid, rmcgr50.htm is of course the
LCM
grid.
The
http://
www3.sympatico.ca/pascale.piaczinski/
rec/rmcb02.htm link is for the 2002
records, 2003 will be under 2003 of
course.
In case you wonder Pascale Piaczinski is
my daughter and she made one Master
appearance 2 or 3 years ago. My other
daughter had about 6, so that makes 4 of
us in the game, counting my wife !
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GL: Thank you very much for this
interview . Are there any other points
you would like to add?
CB: No other than, if I can be in the
Masters, most anybody can. They must
however fill 3 conditions: be over 20, be
a man or a woman, and own a bathing
suit. Knowing how to swim is not
necessary at first. But could be of value.

World Record Keeping with
Walt Reid (WR) very appropriate
initials!
Walt swam in
high school and
only a couple of
years in college.
Then nothing for
17 years. Started
with the Masters
in 1977 in the
Pacific Northwest. (Washington)
He
enjoys the breaststroke, the shorter the
distance the better!

GL: How long have you been acting as
the world records keeper and the
world top 10 recorder?
WR: I started keeping the records for
FINA in 1992. I had written a letter to the
FINA office and volunteered my
services. They accepted and invited me
to come to Lausanne Switzerland to meet
the director and office staff. We
developed a working agreement that has
lasted these past 10 years. I am invited to
attend the annual FINA Masters
Committee Meeting and I attend the
World Championships to document the
records and assist with the administrative
GL: If you rank over no. 20 in your age
aspects of the meet.
group, I understand that your times are
listed in the McAuslan challenge? Is this
GL: How many world records on
correct?
average are broken each year?
CB: Yes and no. In 2001 I created a list
WR: I handle around 500 record
(still available on the web) of all the
applications each year. This involves
swims (official and unofficial). I think
reviewing the application, checking for
there were 1500 50 free times !
complete documentation, updating my
I was unable due to lack of time to do the
records database, notifying the FINA
same in 2002. In 2003, Juanita Prebble of
office of any problems with the
NB will at least restart the McAuslan
applications and submitting a final list of
challenge for unofficial times.
approved records for the certificates.
(Peter McAuslan was active in Montreal
Then every May 1 and Nov1, I send the
from about 95 to 2000 (in addition to a
updated records to the FINA office for
1981 appearance !). He was president of
posting on the Web Site and to June
McAuslan Breweries, but the rumour that
Krauser for entry into the FINA
he filled up the YMCA pool with beer is
newsletter.
still being disputed).
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GL: What procedures need to be followed
after a world record is broken.
Editors note: The pool measurement and
application form may be found at the
MSABC web site at:
www.mastersswimming.bc.ca )
WR: Using the record application form at
your web site, you need to fill them out
completely, include a copy of the timing
system documentation, get the appropriate
signatures and get it submitted to Chris
Berger, your National Recorder.
In
addition to the swim documentation FINA
needs a one time copy of the pool length
measurement and a one time copy of your
birth certificate or passport as proof of age.
Remember you have only 60 days for all
of this to get to Chris and then onto the
FINA office in Switzerland.
.
GL: What are the major problems
encountered in regard to receiving the
forms?
WR: I would say the 60 day limit has
caused problems in the past. Also, not
having a copy of the pool length or the
proof of age documents can delay the
process.

Masters Swimming Association of BC

faster time has been swum?
WR: Yes, they should be submitted. A
FINA record certificate is given for each
swim that "breaks the published record".
Since it is impossible to know at any given
point in time what the "current" record is,
we developed this process of measuring
the swim against the Nov 1 or May 1
published records.
b) Now that FINA has a new all
inclusive (water polo, synchronized,
youth, Masters ,diving) Aquatics World
magazine , monthly, will Masters world
records be published more often and will
this then supercede a) above?
WR: No. The plan is to keep the May 1
and Nov 1 schedule. However, the new
publication Masters is limited to 2 pages
per month and it takes more than 2 pages
to list the records. I will be at the FINA
Masters Committee Meeting in Italy next
month and that is one of the issues to
discuss.

GL: Walt, you have been to many World
Championships. With the next World
Championships in Italy, do you see a
return to the higher numbers of 6 to 7
thousand as see in Munich?
WR: I see the next meet as being the
GL: World records are currently largest. They should be much better
equipped to handle the large numbers
published every 6 months on Nov 1 and
May 1. a) Should all times that are under because they have two 50 meter pools. At
the upcoming committee meeting, we will
the current world mark
be submitted even if one knows that a be visiting the pools and meeting with the

May 2003

organizing committee.
GL: All 200m (4x50) relays are
recognized as world records. Do you
anticipate that the 400 m (4x100) relays
and the 800m (4x200) relays will be
recognized in the near future?
WR: This would be my own personal
thoughts on the subject:
I think the longer distance relays could be
added to the records and top10 but not to
the championships as they are always
looking to ways to keep the length of the
championships at a reasonable length.
Any federation can submit "rule" proposals
that are voted on at the FINA Masters
Congress. Every 4 years at the Masters
Championships a congress is held and
each federation (country) gets to have 2
delegates who must be present to vote.
It has been presented once in the past and
it did not pass but like so many changes
it needs to be brought up again.
GL: What about the 20-24 age group or is
it possible that the age for international
swims & records might increase to say 30
+ years since Olympic and National
swimmers are now older with a number
even in their 30's?
WR: I do not see them accepting the
younger swimmers but I do not think they
will change it to say 30+.

May 2003
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Fitness Challenge Updates
MSABC Swim Cap – 100,000 metres

MSABC T-Shirt – 1,000,000 metres

Katherine Town .........................444,150
Mira Grypink.............................325,500
Bernice Saunders.......................290,775

Murray Lunn.......................... 1,513,401
Debbie MacKenzie................. 1,880,450
Lis Farrell.............................. 1,423,345
Sharon Kerr ........................... 1,184,960
Linda MacPherson................. 1,148,525
Ivan Szasz .............................. 1,870,450
Hugh McGregor .................... 1,044,050
Audrey Roberts ...................... 1,067,614

MSABC pin – 500,000 metres
Carol Morinville ....................962,400
Kelly Haftner..........................854,225
Joan Parnell...........................811,550
Judy Woodward .....................711,950
Randy Yates ...........................557,700

Send entries to:

Note: These are the changes only, from the last
listing.

Swim Log is now available online at the
MSABC web stie.

Laura Harris
2475 Seine Rd
Duncan, BC V9L 3B3
Email: clharris98@yahoo.com
Phone: (250) 748-7071
as soon as you have swum
50,000 metres. Just keep track
of your daily no. of metres
swum and you can enter.

MSABC PINS ($5.00)
MSABC SILICONE CAP ($12.00)
MSABC LATEX CAP ($5.00)
MSABC T-SHIRT ($14.00) if mailed

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
PLEASE DO NOT SUBMIT
A CHANGE OF ADDRESS
TO
THE
NATIONAL
OFFICE. ALL CHANGE OF
ADDRESSES SHOULD BE
SENT TO THE MSABC
REGISTRAR.,
BRIAN
RODGERS

STILL AVAILABLE—CALL RUSS DONALDSON 250-384-4704 TO
ORDER YOURS AND ASK HIM ABOUT OTHER ITEMS FOR SALE
A MSABC EMBROIDERED LOGO IS NOW AVAILABLE AT OCEAN
PROMOTIONS INC IN VICTORIA FOR A $5.00 CHARGE. PLEASE
CONTACT RUSS FOR MORE INFORMATION.

If a person completes the NCCP Swimming Coaching Theory and Technical Level I courses
and a minimum of 30 practical hours with a Masters team, the Board will reimburse that person
the sum of $100.00 towards the cost of the courses.
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VIDEO LIST
21st
Century Swimming with Bill Sweetenham
• Volume 1 - Freestyle
• Volume 2 - Backstroke
• Volume 3 - Breaststroke
• Volume 4 - Butterfly
• Volume 5 - Individual Medley
• Volume 6 - Starts, Turns, Finishes
• Volume 7 - Advanced Drills
• Volume 8 - Mini Squad/Junior Squad
• Volume 9 - Coaching Hints

Richard Quick and Skip Kenney series:
•
Swim Smarter, Swim Faster
•
Swim Smarter, Swim Faster II: Starts, Turns
& Finishes
Swimming Fastest II
Fluid Swimming by Dr. Marty Hull
Swimming Towards 2000 by Scott Volkers

Don Gambril's Classic Series:
• Swimming Techniques (with E. Maglischo)
• Coaches' Drills
• Women's Swimming

What's the Limit with Aleksandre Popov
Total Immersion Swimming - Terry Laughlin
• Freestyle / Backstroke
• Butterfly / Breaststroke

All videos are available for loan to all MSABC members. The loan period for the videos is three weeks and a
maximum of two videos can be borrowed at a time. To borrow a video, contact Suzanne Scriven, MSABC
Secretary, phone 250.382.7946 or secretary@mastersswimming.bc.ca. Please provide you full name, mailing
address, phone number and MSBC registration number when requesting a video.
Web Sites
MSABC Web Page

Http://www.mastersswimming.bc.ca

Canadian Records Web Page:

Http://www3.sympatico.ca/chberger

MSABC Records Web Page

Http://home.istar.ca/~egccom/MSABC.htm

Oregon Web Page

Http://www.swimoregon.org

Pool Guide

Http://lornet.com/sgol

US Masters Web Page:

Http://www.usms.org

MSC Web Page

Http://www.compusmart.ab.ca/masterssc

Swim BC Web Page

Http://www.swim.bc.ca

FINA

Http://www.fina.org/

RECORDS KEEPER:
JULIE JONES
4948 11A AVENUE
DELTA, V4M 1Z4
PHONE: 604-943-6561
EMAIL: EGCCOM@ISTAR.CA
RECORD APPLICATIONS AT
www.mastersswimming.bc.ca/records/
records.htm

MSABC
Brian Rodger, Registrar
RR 1, S11, C70
Naramata, BC
V0H 1N0

Walnut Creek, CA
Intensive Training Camp Mar 04?

